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FOUNDATION PHASE

Literacy

3

Foundation Phase: Educator Page
Learning Area: Literacy
Theme: The telephone is ringing …
Background Knowledge
Grade R:

Grade 1:

Grade 2:

Grade 3:

Assessment
standards:

Assessment
standards:

Assessment
standards:

Assessment
standards:

R.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to oral texts
(simple songs, rhymes,
short poems and stories),
and shows understanding:

1.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to short stories,
rhymes, poems and songs
from a variety of cultures,
and shows understanding:

2.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to stories,
poems, songs and other
oral texts and shows
understanding:

3.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to stories,
poems, songs and other
oral texts and shows
understanding:

· acts out parts of the
story, song or rhyme;

· listens for the main idea
and important details in
the story;

· listens for the topic or
main idea;

· listens for the topic or
main idea;

· listens for details;

· listens for details;

· predicts what will
happen;

· predicts what will
happen;

· communicates back a
sequence of events or
ideas in the oral text;

· communicates back a
sequence of events or
ideas in the text;

· answers questions
about the oral text;

· answers questions about
the oral text;

· expresses feelings about
the oral text giving
reasons;

· expresses feelings about
the text, giving reasons;

Pages 3-10, and 12

· draws a picture of the
story, song or rhyme;
· notes details and gives
the main idea of an oral
text.

Pages 3-10, and 13

· acts out parts of story,
song or rhyme;
· draws a picture of the
story and writes a few
words about it;
· answers open questions
about the story;
· expresses feelings about
the story;
· communicates back
the sequence of ideas.

At Maropeng: Learners must pick up the phones
at the “Dial a Dodo/Quagga/Black Rhino/Woolly
Mammoth” interactive game.

Pages 3-11, and 14

· works out cause and
effect in the oral text.

Pages 3-11, and 14

· works out cause and
effect in the oral text;
· draws pictures to
illustrate understanding of
the oral text, and writes it
in own words.

After listening to the story, ask learners:
Grades R-3
•What was the story about?
•Answers questions about the story. (Page 5, 7, 9
and 11)
Grade 1-3
•How did you feel about the story?
Grade 3
What do you think will happen in the future?
Back at school:
Grades R-3
•Learner acts out part of the story.
•Learner draws a picture of the story.

Back at School …

Foundation Phase: Learner Activity and/or Assessment Task
Learning Area: Literacy

Grades R-3

Find me and then colour me in.

My name is Dodo. What is your name?
Can you write your name?

Learning Outcome 1: LISTENING: The learner will be able to listen for information and enjoyment, and respond appropriately and critically in a wide range of situations.
Learning Outcome 2: SPEAKING: The learner will be able to communicate confidently and effectively in spoken language in a wide range of situations.
Learning Outcome 4: WRITING: The learner will be able to write different kinds of factual and imaginative texts for a wide range of purposes.
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Foundation Phase: Learner Activity and/or Assessment Task
Learning Area: Literacy

Grades R-3

Dodo
I am a Dodo, a large bird from

Mauritius that couldn’t fly. When sailors
came to my island in the 1500s, I was
friendly and walked right up to them.
They called me “Dodo” because they
thought I was stupid. But I just hadn’t
come across people before, and I
didn’t expect them to kill me when I
went to greet them.
They clubbed me to death, and the
animals they introduced to Mauritius,
such as dogs and pigs, ate my eggs
and chicks as my nest was on the
ground. By 1681 there were no more
Dodos.
Because people were thoughtless and
cruel, we became extinct.
Now there are just a few Dodo remains
in museums – a head here, a foot
there, a few skeletons.
The world will never see another living
Dodo.
Extinction is forever.

Questions
1.

What is a Dodo?

2.

Where am I from?

3.

Why did they call me a Dodo?

4.

What did the people do to the
Dodo?

5.

Will you still find Dodos today?
Why or why not?

6.

What does “extinct” mean?

Learning Outcome 1: LISTENING: The learner will be able to listen for information and enjoyment, and respond appropriately and critically in a wide range of situations.
Learning Outcome 2: SPEAKING: The learner will be able to communicate confidently and effectively in spoken language in a wide range of situations.
Learning Outcome 4: WRITING: The learner will be able to write different kinds of factual and imaginative texts for a wide range of purposes.
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Foundation Phase: Learner Activity and/or Assessment Task
Learning Area: Literacy
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Grades R-3

Find me and then colour me in.

My name is Black Rhino. What is your name?
Can you write your name?

Learning Outcome 1: LISTENING: The learner will be able to listen for information and enjoyment, and respond appropriately and critically in a wide range of situations.
Learning Outcome 2: SPEAKING: The learner will be able to communicate confidently and effectively in spoken language in a wide range of situations.
Learning Outcome 4: WRITING: The learner will be able to write different kinds of factual and imaginative texts for a wide range of purposes.

Foundation Phase: Learner Activity/ and or Assessment Task
Learning Area: Literacy

Grades R-3

Black Rhino
I am a black rhino. My species is rare and
endangered. We are a beautiful species – big
and strong, weighing over 1,000 kilograms. We
are known and feared for our fierceness.
But our strength and fierceness is useless against
guns.
A few decades ago, in the 1970s, Africa had
70,000 black rhinos. But we were shot all over the
continent, mostly for our horns, which some
people believe have special medicinal and
magical powers.
Often we were shot, our horns hacked off, and
our bodies left in the veld for scavengers.
By the early 1990s, there were only about 2,000
black rhinos left in the wild. Then people started to
notice; started to worry that another unique and
special species would soon become extinct.
There was a big campaign to save us, and slowly,
very slowly, our numbers started to creep up. Now
there are about 4,000 rhinos. But we are still under
grave threat from poachers.
Please, humans, don’t let me become extinct, like
the mammoth, the dodo and the quagga. Please
protect me, so that your children and your
children’s children may also have the opportunity
of seeing a black rhino in the wild.

Questions
1.

Who was on the
phone?

2.

How much does
he weigh?

3.

Are these animals
strong?

4.

Why did people kill
them?

5.

How many rhinos
are left today?

6.

What is the rhino
asking us to do?

Learning Outcome 1: LISTENING: The learner will be able to listen for information and enjoyment, and respond appropriately and critically in a wide range of situations.
Learning Outcome 2: SPEAKING: The learner will be able to communicate confidently and effectively in spoken language in a wide range of situations.
Learning Outcome 4: WRITING: The learner will be able to write different kinds of factual and imaginative texts for a wide range of purposes.
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Foundation Phase: Learner Activity and/or Assessment Task
Learning Area: Literacy

Grades R-3

Find me and then colour me in.

My name is Woolly Mammoth.
Can you write your name?

Learning Outcome 1: LISTENING: The learner will be able to listen for information and enjoyment, and respond appropriately and critically in a wide range of situations.
Learning Outcome 2: SPEAKING: The learner will be able to communicate confidently and effectively in spoken language in a wide range of situations.
Learning Outcome 4: WRITING: The learner will be able to write different kinds of factual and imaginative texts for a wide range of purposes.
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Foundation Phase: Learner Activity and/or Assessment Task
Learning Area: Literacy
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Grades R-3

Woolly Mammoth
I am the woolly mammoth. I lived in cold climates from
250,000 to 10,000 years ago. I was about the size of the
Asian elephant of today, but had long, thick fur that
covered my entire body. It was rather stylish.
My ancestors journeyed from Africa about 5-million years
ago and spread into Europe, Asia and even North
America. When the climate grew cooler, I adapted and
grew longer, thicker fur to survive the freezing conditions.
My ears were smallish and my legs rather [clear throat]
short, so that less of my body was exposed to the harsh
cold.

Questions
1.

What is a woolly
mammoth?

2.

Where did I live?

3.

What is my body
covered with?

4.

Why is it
covered with
fur?

But the humans also hunted me and my family, which was
truly terrible.

5.

Why were my
ears small?

At the end of the last Ice Age, about 10,000 years ago,
most woolly mammoths became extinct (sob!). You see,
the climate grew warmer and forests replaced the
grasslands that I used to graze in. So I could eat up to 90
kilograms of food a day, but who’s counting, anyway? As
I was saying, there just weren’t as many delicious grasses
around anymore.

6.

Who killed me?

7.

When did we
become
extinct?

8.

How much
could I eat?

Humans – those ugly monsters! – became better at
hunting me, which gave me even less chance of survival.
Things went from bad to worse and eventually, we were
gone.

9.

Who are my
modern
cousins?

I stood between about 3m and 4m high and weighed
from 6,000 to 8,000 kilograms. Ok, that’s like 100 times the
average person, but I don’t think it’s polite to talk about
weight, ok?
You can see beautiful pictures of me in caves, painted by
people who lived near me, in Europe and Asia.

Please, don’t let my modern cousins, the elephants, face
the same fate as me?!

Learning Outcome 1: LISTENING: The learner will be able to listen for information and enjoyment, and respond appropriately and critically in a wide range of situations.
Learning Outcome 2: SPEAKING: The learner will be able to communicate confidently and effectively in spoken language in a wide range of situations.
Learning Outcome 4: WRITING: The learner will be able to write different kinds of factual and imaginative texts for a wide range of purposes.

Foundation Phase: Learner Activity and/or Assessment Task
Learning Area: Literacy

Help me, I lost my stripes.

My name is Quagga.
Learning Outcome 4: WRITING: The learner will be able to write different kinds of factual and imaginative texts for a wide range of purposes.

Grades R-3
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Foundation Phase: Learner Activity and/or Assessment Task
Learning Area: Literacy

Grades 2-3

Quagga
I am a quagga, a beautiful striped
horse, similar to a zebra. My family
and I used to roam in great herds
across the plains of the Karoo and
Free State of South Africa.
We were hunted into extinction for
our beautiful, striped hides and
because we ate the same grass
that settlers wanted their animals to
eat. The invaders were greedy and
didn't care about killing us.
The last quagga died in the
Amsterdam zoo in 1883, but she
went without fanfare. It was only
years later that people realised she
had been the last living quagga.
Today there is a project to bring
quaggas back to life. The quagga
project is attempting to breed
through selection a population of
Burchell’s zebras.
Maybe one day, there will be great
numbers of quaggas again…

Questions
1.

What is a quagga?

2.

Why do they say I am a
striped horse?

3.

Why did humans kill us?

4.

Is it possible that quaggas
could live again?

Learning Outcome 1: LISTENING: The learner will be able to listen for information and enjoyment, and respond appropriately and critically in a wide range of situations.
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Foundation Phase: Assessment Rubrics
Assessment Rubrics

Grade R

Not Achieved

Partially Achieved

Satisfactory

Excellent

1

2

3

4

Cannot act out part of
the story.

Needs more support in
acting out the story.

R.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to oral texts
(simple songs, rhymes,
short poems and
stories), and shows
understanding: acts
out parts of the story,
song or rhyme.

Acts out part of the story
showing in-depth
understanding of what
he or she listened to.

Cannot draw a picture
of the story.

Needs a bit of support
drawing the story.

R.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to oral texts
(simple songs, rhymes,
short poems and
stories), and shows
understanding: draws
a picture of the story,
song or rhyme.

Draws details of the
story showing deeper
understanding.

Cannot give details of
the story.

With some guidance
gives details of the
story.

R.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to oral texts
(simple songs, rhymes,
short poems and
stories), and shows
understanding: notes
details and gives the
main idea of an oral
text.

Retells the story in own
words.

Learning Outcome 1: LISTENING: The learner will be able to listen for information and enjoyment, and respond appropriately and critically in a wide range of situations.
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Foundation Phase: Assessment Rubrics
Assessment Rubrics

Grade 1

Not Achieved

Partially Achieved

Satisfactory

Excellent

1

2

3

4

Cannot act out part of
the story.

Needs more support in
acting out the story.

3.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to stories,
poems, songs and
other oral texts and
shows understanding:
acts out parts of the
story, song or rhyme.

Acts out part of the
story, showing in-depth
understanding of what
he or she listened to.

Cannot draw a picture
of the story.

Needs a bit of support
drawing the story.

3.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to stories,
poems, songs and
other oral texts and
shows understanding:
draws a picture of the
story, song or rhyme.

Draws details of the
story, showing deeper
understanding.

Cannot give details of
the story.

With some guidance,
gives details of the
story.

3.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to stories,
poems, songs and
other oral texts and
shows understanding:
notes details and gives
the main idea of an
oral text.

Retells the story in own
words.

Does not express any
feelings about the story.

Shows some feelings
against the story.

3.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to stories,
poems, songs and
other oral texts and
shows understanding:
expresses feelings
about the story.

Explains feelings about
the story.

Does not predict what
will happen.

Gives some cause and
effect.

3.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to stories,
poems, songs and
other oral texts and
shows understanding:
predicts what will
happen or works out
the cause and effect.

Gives some solutions to
stop other animals from
becoming extinct.

Learning Outcome 1: LISTENING: The learner will be able to listen for information and enjoyment, and respond appropriately and critically in a wide range of situations.
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Foundation Phase: Assessment Rubrics
Assessment Rubrics

Grade 2

Not Achieved

Partially Achieved

Satisfactory

Excellent

1

2

3

4

Cannot act out part of
the story.

Needs more support in
acting out the story.

1.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to short
stories, rhymes, poems
and songs from a
variety of cultures, and
shows understanding:
acts out parts of the
story, song or rhyme.

Acts out part of the
story, showing in-depth
understanding of what
he or she listened to.

Cannot draw a picture
of the story.

Needs a bit of support
drawing the story.

1.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to short
stories, rhymes, poems
and songs from a
variety of cultures, and
shows understanding:
draws a picture of the
story, song or rhyme.

Draws details of the
story, showing deeper
understanding.

Cannot give details of
the story.

With some guidance,
gives details of the
story.

1.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to short
stories, rhymes, poems
and songs from a
variety of cultures, and
shows understanding:
notes details and gives
the main idea of an
oral text.

Retells the story in own
words.

Does not express any
feelings about the story.

Shows some feelings
against the story.

1.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to short
stories, rhymes, poems
and songs from a
variety of cultures, and
shows understanding:
expresses feelings
about the story.

Explains feelings about
the story.

Learning Outcome 1: LISTENING: The learner will be able to listen for information and enjoyment, and respond appropriately and critically in a wide range of situations.
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Foundation Phase: Assessment Rubrics
Assessment Rubrics

Grade 3

Not Achieved

Partially Achieved

Satisfactory

Excellent

1

2

3

4

Cannot act out part of
the story.

Needs more support in
acting out the story.

3.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to stories,
poems, songs and
other oral texts and
shows understanding:
acts out parts of the
story, song or rhyme.

Acts out part of the
story, showing in-depth
understanding of what
he or she listened to.

Cannot draw a picture
of the story.

Needs a bit of support
drawing the story.

3.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to stories,
poems, songs and
other oral texts and
shows understanding:
draws a picture of the
story, song or rhyme.

Draws details of the
story, showing deeper
understanding.

Cannot give details of
the story.

With some guidance,
gives details of the
story.

3.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to stories,
poems, songs and
other oral texts and
shows understanding:
notes details and gives
the main idea of an
oral text.

Retells the story in own
words.

Does not express any
feelings about the story.

Shows some feelings
against the story.

3.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to stories,
poems, songs and
other oral texts and
shows understanding:
expresses feelings
about the story.

Explains feelings about
the story.

Does not predict what
will happen.

Gives some cause and
effect.

3.1.4 Listens with
enjoyment to stories,
poems, songs and
other oral texts and
shows understanding:
predicts what will
happen or works out
the cause and effect.

Gives some solutions to
stop other animals from
becoming extinct.

Learning Outcome 1: LISTENING: The learner will be able to listen for information and enjoyment, and respond appropriately and critically in a wide range of situations.
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FOUNDATION PHASE
Numeracy
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Foundation Phase: Educator Page
Learning Area: Numeracy
Theme: We are special: We can count, clap, and copy
Grade R

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Assessment
standards:

Assessment
standards:

Assessment
standards:

Assessment
standards:

R.2.1 Copies and extends
simple patterns using
physical objects and
drawings (e.g. using
colours and shapes).

1.2.1 Copies and extends
simple patterns using
physical objects and
drawings (e.g. using
colours and shapes).

2.2.1 Copies and extends
simple patterns using
physical objects and
drawings.

3.2.1 Copies and extends
simple patterns using
physical objects and
drawings.

R.3.4 Recognises
symmetry in self and own
environment (with focus
on front and back).

1.3.4 Recognises
symmetry in self and own
environment (with focus
on ‘left’, ‘right’, ‘front’
and ‘back’).

2.3.4 Recognises
symmetry in twodimensional shapes and
three-dimensional
objects.

3.3.4 Determines lines of
symmetry in twodimensional shapes using
paper folding and
reflection.

2.3.2 Describes, sorts and
compares twodimensional shapes and
three-dimensional objects
in pictures and the
environment according
to size.

3.3.7 Describes positional
relationships (alone
and/or as a member of a
group or team) between
three-dimensional objects
or self and a peer.

Pages 17-22

Pages 17-22

R.1.1 Counts to at least 10
everyday objects reliably.

At Maropeng:
Background Knowledge

Pages 17-22

1.3.2 Describes, sorts and
compares physical twodimensional shapes and
three-dimensional objects
according to: size;
1.1.1 Counts to at least 34
everyday objects reliably.

All activities are based
on concrete activities.
DNA ball patterns
•Get into groups of four. Each
group must stand behind a lever.
Pull it!

Do you all have
the same pattern
(balls)? Are we all
the same? Just as
the balls are
different, we are
different. Do we
all have the same
colour eyes?
Hair?

•Every time you pull the lever you
see a new pattern. Let us clap the
pattern shown by the lights.
•Blue means one clap
•Red means two claps
•Yellow means three claps
•Green means four claps
•Orange means five claps

Pages 17-22

2.3.7 Describes positional
relationships (alone
and/or as a member of a
group or team) between
three-dimensional objects
or self and a peer.
2.1.1Counts to at least
100 everyday objects
reliably.

Counting using a mirror

Counting
•There are various
counting opportunities at
Maropeng. Walk through
the exhibition area and
ask learners to count
various objects. Ask them
why they think there are so
many objects. Example:
The ladder at the DNA
balls. How many steps?
(17). How many are: blue?
(4) yellow? (5) red? (4)
green? (4)

One learner is nominated to go into
the Step-In Mirror near the end of the
Path to Humanity section. The other
learners stand at the entrance and
look at the one wall of mirrors. How
many learners do you see? A second
learner stands in the middle. How
many learners do you see? Do the
same with three, four and five
learners.
Symmetry
Ask learners to lift up their left hands.
What do you notice? Lift up you right
hand. What do you notice? Move to
the left? What do you notice?

Back at School …
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Foundation Phase: Educator Page
Learning Area: Numeracy

Grades R-3

Copies and extends patterns
a. Learner copies and repeats music patterns (e.g.
stamps foot, claps hands, stamps foot, claps hands,
stamps foot, claps hands ... or clap, clap, stamp, clap,
clap, stamp, clap, clap, stamp ...)

Maropeng
The learner repeats the DNA pattern
by clapping hands and stamping
feet.
•Blue light means one clap
•Red light means one stamp
•Yellow light means two claps
•Green light means two
stamps
•Orange light means three
claps

I am
special

b. Learner copies and continues patterns using counters (e.g. red, green, red, green,
red.)
Teacher note: Pattern: a, b, a, b, a, b ...
Classroom Activity
Based on what they did
at Maropeng.

Teacher note: Pattern: a, a, b, b, a, a, b, b, ...

Teacher note: Pattern: a, b, c, a, b, c, a, b, c ...

c. Learner copies and continues the pattern by colouring in the circles

yellow

blue

yellow

blue

yellow

blue
Make use of the
templates.

Learning Outcome 2: PATTERNS, FUNCTIONS AND ALGEBRA: The learner will be able to recognise, describe and represent patterns and relationships, as well as solve problems
using algebraic language and skills.

Source: Tamarron Trading Teacher Resource Kit

Foundation Phase: Educator Page
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Learning Area: Numeracy

Grades R-3

Creates own patterns
a. Learners create their own musical pattern. e.g.
Clap, clap, stamp, clap, clap,
stamp, clap, clap, stamp ...
• Can you change your pattern?

Classroom Activity
Based on what they did
at Maropeng.

• What will you do to change your pattern?
• Show me.
b. Learners use counters to create their own pattern. e.g.

Classroom Activity

• Describe your pattern.

Based on what they did
at Maropeng.

• Can you change the pattern?
• How would you change it?
• Show me.
c. Learners create their own pattern by colouring in the circles.

Classroom Activity
Based on what they did
at Maropeng.

• Describe your pattern.
• Can you change the pattern?
• How would you change it?
• Show me.
Learning Outcome 2: PATTERNS, FUNCTIONS AND ALGEBRA: The learner will be able to recognise, describe and represent patterns and relationships, as well as solve problems
using algebraic language and skills.

Source: Tamarron Trading Teacher Resource Kit

Foundation Phase: Educator Page
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Learning Area: Numeracy

Grades R-3

Recognises, identifies and names three-dimensional objects
There are various balls/boxes in the exhibition
area at Maropeng. How many balls/boxes are
there?
a. Ask each learner to walk around the display area, guided by the teacher,
and find ball/s. Ask each learner to name the object s/he has collected.

• Why is it not a box?

Balls and boxes are
three-dimensional
objects, having three
dimensions: length,
width and height.

• What is the difference?

Sphere

• Why is it a ball?

b. Identify all the boxes and balls in the classroom.

•A three-dimensional
object that is perfectly
round.
•A ball
Prism

Positional relationships.
Learners go on a
“scavenger hunt”
looking for objects
behind other objects.
The learners will
describe the objects to
their friends.

•A three-dimensional
object with two
identical parallel bases
on which all other faces
are rectangles.
•A box

c. Name the 3D object.
I threw the _______.

I take the tissue out
of the

Picture reference:
http://www.software3d.com/Stella.html

Learning Outcome 3: SPACE AND SHAPE (GEOMETRY): The learner will be able to describe and represent characteristics and relationships between two-dimensional shapes and
three-dimensional objects in a variety of orientations and positions.

Foundation Phase: Educator Page
Learning Area: Numeracy
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Grades R-3

Recognises symmetry
a. Give each learner a thin strip of cardboard to paste down the middle of each
picture. Learners describe what they see on both sides of the strip. (e.g. An eye on
both sides, a hand on the left- and right-hand sides, etc.)
Classroom
Activity

b. Say how you think this object will look at the back. (Make use of real objects.)
Is it the same as the front?
Maropeng
• Find any object that looks the same at the
front as it does at the back.
• Find any pictures you think will look the same
at the front and at the back.

c. Learners colour in the picture of the butterfly so that both sides look the same.
Ask questions like: Is the butterfly’s wing on the left the same as the wing on the
right? Draw the line of symmetry on the butterfly.
Maropeng
• Are you like a butterfly? Stand in front of
the mirror at Maropeng. Is your left-hand
side similar to your right-hand side.
• Lift up your left arm and look at the mirror.
What do you notice?

Learning Outcome 3: SPACE AND SHAPE (GEOMETRY): The learner will be able to describe and represent characteristics and relationships between two-dimensional shapes and
three-dimensional objects in a variety of orientations and positions.

Foundation Phase: Learner Activity and/or Assessment Task
Learning Area: Numeracy
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Grades R-3

Pattern template. Use the template to copy and/or create patterns.

Learning Outcome 2: PATTERNS, FUNCTIONS AND ALGEBRA: The learner will be able to recognise, describe and represent patterns and relationships, as well as to solve problems
using algebraic language and skills.
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FOUNDATION PHASE

Life Skills
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Foundation Phase: Educator Page
Learning Area: Life Skills
Theme: Faces tell us all!
Grade R

Grade 1

Grade 2

Grade 3

Assessment
standards:

Assessment
standards:

Assessment
standards:

Assessment
standards:

R.2.3 Knows members of own
family, peers and caregivers.

1.2.3 Explains relationships
with members of the family,
extended family, school and
broader community.

2.2.4 Identifies values and
morals from diverse South
African cultures.

2.2.3 Lists qualities of a good
friend and gives reasons.

Pages 24-25

Pages 24 and 26

R.4.4 Participates in free play
activities.

1.4.4 Participates in free play
activities using a variety of
equipment.

Pages 24 and 27

Pages 24 and 28

2.3.1 Identifies positive
aspects of self.

3.4.4 Participates in play and
describes its effects on the
body.

2.4.4 Participates in
structured activities using
equipment.

Activities at the wall of faces
Below are various questions you can ask your learners when facing this wall. The next
few pages will also guide you to ask curriculum-related questions.

.
Why is she
wearing a
hat?

How old is this
person?
Why?

Is this guy
friendly?
Why?

Why does he
shave?
What is on
her head?

Look at his funky
hair. What do we
call it?

What makes
her so pretty?

Look at the
funny
glasses.
What are
they called?

Activities
The teacher will first explain to learners what to do. They will be told not to touch the exhibits at Maropeng.
The teacher will ask learners why they think people should respect the exhibits. The learners can do the
activities below.

We
spe are
cia
l!

Foundation Phase: Educator Page
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Learning Area: Life Skills

Grade R

School: The teacher asks learners:
What is your mother’s/father’s name? (If the child does not have a
mother/father, ask for his or her caregiver’s name.)
Do you have brothers and sisters? What are their names? Are they in our
school? Do you have any other family members in our school?
Who is your friend? What is his or her name?
Example:

This is my
sister. Her
name is ____.
She is in the
pre-school.

This is my friend and
his name is ____. He
is in my class.

At Maropeng: The learners must go to the section with the wall of people’s
pictures (The Human Gateway)
Teacher: We belong to a larger family. Let us find the people.
Find the following people: Who belongs together?
•A boy (How many can you find?)

•A man (How many can you find?)

•A girl (How many can you find?)

•A woman (How many can you find?)
•A man with glasses
•A woman who smiles
•A bald man
•A woman with a hat
•A man with long hair
•A man with a hat
•A woman with long
hair
•A friendly person
•A not so friendly
person
•A grandfather
•A happy person

Learning Outcome 2: SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT: The learner will be able to demonstrate an understanding of and commitment to constitutional rights and responsibilities, and to show an
understanding of diverse cultures and religions.
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Foundation Phase: Educator Page
Learning Area: Life Skills

Grade 1

At school: Personal details
What is your name?
What is your surname?
What is your address?
What is your telephone number?
What is your mother’s or father’s telephone
number?

My name
is ___
My
mother’s/
father’s
telephone
number is
_____

My
surname is
___
I live in
_____

At Maropeng:
The learners must go to the section with the people’s
pictures (The Human Gateway).
Teacher: We are all people with special features. Let
us play a game. Guess who I am!
The person is in row 4. Guess who it is. He has a beard.
(Is it the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, … 10th person?)
•The person is in row 4, wearing red headgear. (Is it
the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, … 10th person?)
•The person is in the last row. She is a girl with long hair
and pony-tails. (Is it the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, … 10th person?)

s
o i iful?
h
W au t
be y?
Wh

Who is
funny?
Why?

My
telephone
number is
_____

My address
is _____

Which person from the
pictures is special to you?
Why?
Choo
s
Give e a perso
n.
a na
m
the p
erson e to
. Wh
did y
y
o
nam u give this
e to t
he
perso
n?

Can you find a
person younger
than you?

smile
as a
h
o
an
Wh
er th
bigg ?
s
your

Learning Outcome 2: SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT: The learner will be able to demonstrate an understanding of and commitment to constitutional rights and responsibilities, and to show an
understanding of diverse cultures and religions.
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Foundation Phase: Educator Page
Learning Area: Life Skills

Grade 2

At school: Personal details
Positive aspects of self
What is your name? Do you think you are special? Why?
What are you good at? Sport? Writing? Maths? What other things?
Why are you good at these things?

I am
special!

At Maropeng: The learners must go to the
section with people’s pictures (The Human
Gateway).

My name is
________

Teacher: All these people are special. Why?
•Which person in row 4 is special to you?
Why? Guess who it is. (Is it the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, …
10th person?) Did you and your friend give
the same answer? Why? Why not? Do we all
have the same taste? Does this make us less
special?

My name is
________

I am
special!

My name is
________

My name is
________
Where is this special person?

I am
special!

e
is th
Why n
o
pers e her
v
o
ab ial
e
sp c
he
is t left
y
Wh rson r
pe m he ?
l
fro cia
e
p
s

the
y is
h
W rso n e r
pe low h
be cial?
sp e

I am
special!

Wh
pe y is
t
rig rson he
h
he t fro
m
sp r
ec
ial
?

My number
1
quality is:
___________
___________

Learning Outcome 2: SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT: The learner will be able to demonstrate an understanding of and commitment to constitutional rights and responsibilities, and to show an
understanding of diverse cultures and religions.
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Foundation Phase: Educator Page
Learning Area: Life Skills

Grade 3

At school: Healthy social relationships
¾Acceptance: Learners explain that it’s okay to be different and we must accept one
another the way we are.
¾Giving and forgiving: Learners explain why it’s important that we should forgive
people. Learners explain why we should give to people in need.

¾Sharing: Learners explain why sharing is important.

What do
you have in
common
with me?

At Maropeng:
o the
t go t uman
s
u
m
s
(The H
arner
he le s pictures
T
:
g
pen
ple’
Maro with peo
n
sectio ay).
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e
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Teac
e
l
e
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G
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Teac . For exam
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r
e
f
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n
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h
t
s
e
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me?
•How
the sa
u
o
y
Why?
are
s if we
son?
r
e
•How
p
s look
’
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n
h
t
o
s
e
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ou lik
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•Do y
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c
e
you
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w
o
t
h
a
S
•
h
t. Wh
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p
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y
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ring is
•Sha hare with
s
like to

Am I
cool?
Are you?

Why are
we similar?

I like doing
the same
thing as you.
What is it?

Why do
you like
me?

Learning Outcome 2: SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT: The learner will be able to demonstrate an understanding of and commitment to constitutional rights and responsibilities, and to show an
understanding of diverse cultures and religions.

